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“I attribute my students’ success in DECA competition
to the MBA Research curriculum. My kids are thriving!”
–Mary Schiefer, Teacher,
Pomona High (CO)

Success Starts Here
Performance Indicators

MBA Research’s performance indicators are the basis for DECA tests,
role-plays, case studies, and School-Based Enterprise certifications.
So, what does that mean?
Our materials directly support specific DECA events. When you use our curriculum in your
classroom, you’re teaching content students need to be successful in business. These are the
same in-depth concepts and skills that students need to know for competition. All of the
activities, assessments, role-plays, and case studies can help get your students to the stage.

Checklist

How to prepare for DECA Competition
Go to DECA.org
Under “High School,” select “Competitive Events.”
Scroll down to “Competitive Events by Category” and find an event
your student(s) will participate in.
Click on “Performance Indicators.” Print the document.
Make a copy of page 4 of this brochure (Exam Blueprints) for each
student. Ask students to circle the Instructional Areas that will have
the most test items in their chosen event. These are the areas on which
the student should first focus study.
In the Performance Indicators document, highlight the Instructional
Areas and Performance Indicators that students identified on the
Blueprint. The highlighted areas represent content on which your
students should focus study.
Use the lesson modules and/or test items in the MBA Learning Center
or our Instructional Area Exams to help students master Performance
Indicators. (See page 3)
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Use the MBA Learning Center To Get to the Stage
Created specifically for marketing and business educators, the MBA Learning Center is a
learning management system loaded with over 300 lesson modules (LAPs). Each module
focuses on a single performance indicator (PI). These are the same PIs used by DECA. Use the
search feature to access the module for each performance indicator used in an event or exam.
Each module includes:
• Informative, engaging student narrative

• Editable PowerPoint presentations

• Individual and group activities

• Videos and links to extend instruction

• Ready-to-use assessments

• Ethical case studies

• Customizable discussion guides
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“When I am creating lesson plans, the ability to use the Performance
Indicator to locate an appropriate module is wonderful. I also like the
fact that I can pick and choose which activities I would like students
to complete between group and individual items.”
–Kim Guest, Teacher,
Genesee Career Institute (MI)

Test Knowledge with an Instructional Area Exam
Use the Exam Blueprint on page 4 to select an Instructional Area exam that corresponds
to a student’s upcoming event or test. Exams available at MBAShop.org.
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Exam Blueprints

Teachers: make a copy of this page for each of your students. (OR, the charts below can be found on
our website at MBAResearch.org/GoDECA. Select DECA Test Specifications.)
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